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CF Card Instruction Manual
Please read this instruction manual for using correctly.

１．Before using
●This CF card is compliant with CompactFlashTM Specification. However,
make sure the CF card meets the instrument’s specification before
using it for preventing trouble such as connector matching failure, etc.
◆Read the following contents of cautions for safe use.
This manual indicates cautions for promoting the correct use of the CF
card in order to prevent human injury or damage to property before they
occur.

 Warning

The nonobservance of information under this symbol
may result in hazardous, critical or serious injury to
the user.

 Caution

The nonobservance of information under this symbol
may result in a hazardous situation or a light injury to
the user or in physical damage to the property.





Caution
cause drinking by mistake or other
danger.
●Avoid from direct sunlight and high temperature and high humidity. It
may cause quality failure such as deformity or warp,
●Avoid from high impact such as dropping, hitting, or bending. It may
cause deformity or breakdown.
●Avoid getting dusty in the connector part during storing.
●Do not touch the connector (terminal) part nor make it contact with any
metal. It may cause breakdown of internal circuit for static electricity,

２．Caution
●This CF card has been FAT formatted at the delivery time.
By using the PC card adaptor, the CF card can be used as a PC card
conforming to PC Card Standard97 16 bit card specification.
●All data are erased by formatting. Confirm the stored data contents
before starting formatting.
●Do not take out the CF card while accessing it nor turn off the power of
the instrument that the CF card is connected. It may cause breakdown
the instrument itself or breakdown the data in the card.
●You are requested to understand that we are not responsible for any

Warning

●Never disassemble or remodel. It may cause a fire, electric shock or
technical malfunction,
●Do not moisten the CF card nor use it at a dew condensation place. It
may cause breakdown of internal circuit.
●Do not remove this product nor handle it near small children. It may

damage due to the lost or damage of data of the CF card.

CompactFlashTM and ＣＦTM are trademark of US San Disk Co., and licensed to CFA
(CompactFlashTM Association)

